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Aims

To consider digital learning in 
the contexts of key policy and 
guidance

To develop our understanding of 
how to embed digital learning in 
our establishments to benefit 
children, staff and families

To consider how to enhance 
learning and teaching thorough 
a wide range of digital 
technology

To develop our understanding  
GCC framework for digital 
literacy and computing science



Contents

Key Policies and Documents

Digital strategy

Apple Tools

Planning and Assessment

Reflection



• "The question is no longer whether technology 
should have a place in the classroom, but how 
technology can effectively be integrated."

Sir Kevan Collins

LEL Literacy Group 2015



Glasgow’s Framework



Education Endowment Foundation(EEF)



Key documents 
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Realising the Ambition



6.5 digital technology and the young 
child

“Children can use any resource to promote their learning in at least two 
different ways. They can learn about a resource, and then use this knowledge 

to learn with it”

“An emphasis on learning with and through digital technologies rather than 
about digital technology will best enhance children’s early learning.” 

Realising the 
Ambition



6.5 The Child’s View 

• Children learn through observations and often 
mirror behaviour of family members 

• High quality interactions with others is key when 
learning to use technology 

• Effective use can help to reduce barriers to 
learning for all children, including children with 
additional support needs 

• Children thrive when they ask, imagine, plan, 
create and interact with the world around them

Realising the 
Ambition



6.5 Our Role 

• Unique learning spaces for children

• Bringing resources and experiences virtually into 
the setting can bring learning beyond what has 
been originally planned. 

• Children learning through blogs, portfolios and 
emails are common place and can be very helpful 
for parents to see what children can do in real 
time.

Realising the 
Ambition
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How Good Is Our Early Learning and Childcare? (HGIOELC)



HGIOELC



• Using digital products and services 
in a variety of contexts to achieve a 
purposeful outcome

• Searching processing and 
managing  information responsibly

• Cyber resilience and internet safety 

• Understanding the world through 
computational thinking 

• Designing building and testing 
computing solutions 

What digital learning might look like



What digital learning might look like



What digital learning might look like
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“Investing in the right technology in education without 
a digital strategy is like relying on your sat nav for 
directions without first entering the destination.  You 
can keep on driving, but you’re unlikely to end up at the 
right location or via the most efficient route.”

Al Kinsley, CEO Netsupport

Digital Strategy



Define your what and why?

OFFICIAL

Set out what you want to do and decide on the tools you need that 
will have the most impact on learners.

Set out what the steps of your strategy will be; linked to the 
learning, teaching, wellbeing, inclusion and curricular design 
priorities of your school

As Michael Fullan writes, a “pedagogy first” approach is most likely 
to bring the best rewards here



OFFICIAL
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Apple Tools 





Keynote



Teams

• Team Meetings

• CPD training

• Working parties 

• Family Links 

• Collaboration

• Sharing 





Beebots for coding



Beebot story sequencing 







Clips and iMovies



How things work Understanding routine and 
procedure

Create digital 
books about 

routines

Tinker table or 
exploration 

station

Problem 
solving

Online 
resources

Make 
selections 
digitally

Create 
instructions 
using voice, 

video and text

Digital Literacy Key Concept –
Using digital products and services in a variety of contexts to achieve a purposeful outcome

I can explore digital technologies and use what I learn 
to solve problems and share ideas and thoughts. 

TCH 0-01a



Online Communication

Watch live 
broadcasts

communication 
in the past

Video calls

Passwords

Read books 
about internet 

safety

Uses of 
technology

Digital Literacy Key Concept –
Cyber resilience and internet safety

I  can explore, play and communicate using digital 
technologies safely and securely. TCH 0-03a



Sharing ideas with pictures and videos

Google Earth / 
Maps

Chatterkid
Different types 

of videos

Present 
information to 

peers

Create a book 
using images 
from a walk

Choose 
learning to be 

shared

Digital Literacy Key Concept –
Using digital products and services in a variety of contexts to achieve a purposeful outcome

I can explore digital technologies and use what I learn 
to solve problems and share ideas and thoughts. 

TCH 0-01a





Green screen 

Christmas card Graduation – inclement 
weather conditions

Storytelling and songs 



Early Years Training 

• Remote sessions via teams on Fridays

• School CPD sessions Monday – Friday

• CPD manager: https://Glasgow.cpdservice.net/



DLCS Framework
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Framework



Benchmarks



Features of Highly Effective Digital Learning

• Planning

• Teaching

• Assessment

teaching strategy
Planning, teaching and 

Assessment



Cubetto by primo 



Imaginative PlayTechnology that helps us

Instructions 
without text

Microsoft 
Translator App

Programmable 
devices

Digital Literacy Key Concept –
Using digital products and services in a variety of contexts to achieve a purposeful outcome

I can explore digital technologies and use what I learn 
to solve problems and share ideas and thoughts. 

TCH 0-01a



Finding Information

Internet 
searches

I can use digital technologies to explore how to 
search and find information. TCH 0-02a

Voice search 
function

Digital Literacy Key Concept –
Searching, processing and managing information responsibly



Digilearn Scotland 

LEL Literacy Group 2015



Final Thought 

“To improve learning, technology must be used 
in a way that is informed by effective pedagogy”

Using Digital to Improve Learning EEF

LEL Literacy Group 2015



Contacts
• Audrey Hutchinson  

• gw16hutchinsonaudrey@glow.ea.glasgow.sch.uk

• Elaine Quinn 

• gw16quinnelaine@glow.ea.glasgow.sch.uk

• Twitter: @GlasgowLEL

• Blog: Google Leaders of Early Learning 
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/gc/gccleadersofearlylearning/

mailto:gw16quinnelaine@glow.ea.glasgow.sch.uk
mailto:gw16quinnelaine@glow.ea.glasgow.sch.uk
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/gc/gccleadersofearlylearning/
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